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Best known for her entertaining high energy physi-
cal theatre performances in outdoor performance 
settings (Roadworks, Picnic), Etta Ermini Dance The-
atre and partner organisation Artstrust Productions 
invite audiences to immerse themselves in a piece of 
dance theatre inspired by that ubiquitous institution, 
the local pub.  
!
Set at a transformable bar and deftly blurring 
the boundaries between watching and socialising, 
Bar Story is a new outdoor work created in col-
laboration between Artstrust Productions and Etta 
Ermini Dance Theatre. The work is a 25-minute portrayal of two bar tenders and a punter engaged in 
a quirky Saturday night escapade at the local pub. It uses humour, high energy dancing and acrobat-
ics, non-verbal story telling and insightful observation to make an entertaining commentary on 21st 
century social interaction and communication issues. 
!
The bar is used by three experienced performers skilled in various dance styles including contemporary 
and urban dance, as well as acrobatics, acro-balancing and physical theatre as a set to perform on and as 
a potential real bar for spectators before the show, enhancing the sense of a bar/pub setting, and devel-
oping a sense of participation.  The bar is a pivotal element in the show, transforming the space, enhancing 
the narrative through bar-specific props, spurting water and its multifunctional character.  
!
Bar Story synopsis
!
It’s late afternoon, and two bartenders open for business. Patrons arrive and place their orders. As they 
get more communicative, their sudden changes of mood and interaction with the bar staff create comical 
encounters and chaotic situations. Expect high energy dancing, acrobatics and theatre as well as insightful 
observation, humour and wit in this lively and entertaining take on 21st century social interaction.
!!
Trailer Bar Story: https://vimeo.com/133080221
!!
Reviews

“There was a good crowd, all enjoying themselves. The set provides an extra dimension in the piece- very clever with 
all those gadgets and gizmos! The performance style was very engaging, mixing up dance with acrobatics and clow-
ning.” Sarah Trist, independent producer STDMA
!
“Bar Story is a well crafted whirlwind of precision point acrobatics, engaging dance segments and outstanding physical 
humour. My face ached from smiling.” Katy Noakes, producer ReStaged
!
“I enjoyed the combination of the skills of the mixed discipline artists in the piece very much. It worked really well 
for Greenwich&Docklands International Festival. “ Ellie Beedham, producer, The Place
!
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Company Biography 

Trained in dance theatre in Belgium and in con-
temporary dance and choreography at Laban, 
London, Etta Ermini founded Etta Ermini Dance 
Theatre in 2005 with the aim of exploring hu-
man relationships through cross art form explo-
ration and story telling.  Working in England 
and internationally, in indoor and outdoor set-
tings, the company uses an interdisciplinary ap-
proach to examine relationships through dance, 
theatre, spoken word and other creative disci-
plines.  In extracting elements of the absurd, 
the company aims to uncover the dark humour in dramatic events and, together with audience 
interaction, weaves this into a series of fun and entertaining theatrical vignettes with universal 
appeal. Her repertoire work ‘Roadworks’ and 
‘Picnic’ has been touring in the UK and 
abroad since 2009. 
!!
Technical Rider: !
Flat grass/concrete space minimum 10x10m !
PA system for music !
Access to power and water !
Duration of show: 25 minutes!!!
For further information please contact:!
Etta Ermini!
E-mail: ettaermini@yahoo.com!
Mobile: 0759570762!
Website:www.ettaermini.com!!!
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